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Abstract : This study focused on characteristics related to hasty behaviour. To investigate the relation between personal
characteristics and hasty behaviour, 601 data were collected, 335 males and 256 females answered their own 'social avoidance
and distress’, ‘anxiety’, ‘sensation seeking', 'hope', and ' hasty behaviour. And then 591 data were used for the analysis. The
factor analysis  resulted hasty behaviour consisted of  5 factors,  time pressure,  isolation,  uncomfortable situation,  boring
condition, and expectation of reward. The result showed anxiety, sensation seeking, and hope related to hasty behaviour.
Specifically, anxiety was involved in every hasty behaviour. This result means that psychological tension and worry are related
to hasty behaviour in common. 'Social avoidance and distress', 'sensation seeking' and 'hope' influenced on hasty behaviour
under time pressure, in isolation, in expectation of rewards respectively. This means that each factor of hasty behaviour has
anxiety as its basis, expressed through a varied nature.
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